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JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your
browser to utilize the functionality of this website. The FlightOne Revolt flight controller is the
most advanced, performance driven, flight controller ever designed. Our filters along with the
integrated FlightOne Gummies, allow your quad to stay in the air no matter what! Damaged
propellers caused by that insane gate clip on turn 3? Not a problem. You can still finish the
race! Endless days of tuning are now a thing of the past. In addition to the vibration rejection
technology, the SSG Invensense gives you the highest speeds currently possible with the
lowest noise floor and highest sensitivity. The Invensense gyro has never been used in any
flight controller before except the Revolt and gives you the fastest response time possible as if
the quad can read your mind. Setting up the Revolt is easy. The solder pin layout is easy to read
with motor connections in each corner. Just solder the closest motors and the wizard handles
the rest, you can put the Revolt in upside down and backward just solder to the closest motor
pad and the RF1 wizards will handle the rest. The Millivolt also features DFU free updating and a
self-healing and updating bootloader, just in case something does go wrong. Tired of messing
around with Zadig or DFU to update your software? The Revolt also features DFU free updating
and a self-healing and updating bootloader, just in case something does go wrong. Revolters
will also get access to FlightOne ticketed tech support which will include step-by-step help with
installation, tuning, and anything else that may arise with your Revolt. If you feel that your
product is defective please contact them directly. GetFPV is asked to follow this policy by the
manufacturer. DTFc Flight Controller. Email: Technical Support Order Support. Local Curbside
Pickup with call ahead. GetFPV Benefits. This website requires cookies to provide all of its
features. For more information on what data is contained in the cookies, please see our Privacy
Policy page. To accept cookies from this site, please click the Allow button below. Shop By
Categories. Actual Price:. Our price is lower than the manufacturer's "minimum advertised
price. You have no obligation to purchase the product once you know the price. You can simply
remove the item from your cart. More Views. Newer Version Available. Out of Stock. Description
The FlightOne Revolt flight controller is the most advanced, performance driven, flight
controller ever designed. Setup Simplicity Setting up the Revolt is easy. Includes 1x FlightOne
Revolt V3. Related Products. Customer Services. V2's 9v regulator and OSD circuit have been
completely rede The latest and greatest AIO FC from Matek is here and bringing new features to
the table that pushes forward our hobby to a new extent! Check out It is plug and play
compatible with the DJI Check out the entire Matek selection! F4 Wing FC at a great price from
Jhemcu! Check out all of our Wing Flight Controllers. The Holybro Kakute F7 flight controller
makes it easy to build your multirotor. Including a plug for your Air Unit and a The GH port
available on the board makes it much more convenient for you to It's even g The only difference
bet Check out all our T-Motor's first F7 Flight Controller has arrived! Check out all our Foxeers's
V2 F7 FC has a clean layout with some quality components. No more worrying about lifting pads
during crashes, this FC has through holes f The Aikon flight controller is a new generation flight
controller designed specifically to work with our Aikon 4-in-1 ESCs. We've packed all the gr
Check out all o The faster F4 processor gives FlightOne's latest incredible H7 flight controller,
10x faster than the F7. The RA The latest version of the CLF4S is here! Version 1. To make
things even simpler, the DJI Air unit can just be plugge Spare replacement flight controller for
the iFlight SucceX-E stack. Note: The STM32F generates a decent amount of heat, please leave
at least 5mm either side of the FC in your stack to allow adequate air circulat Empire Theme by
Pixel Union. Powered by Shopify. Use code "Clearance" at checkout! View cart. View full details.
Choose options. Add to cart. Matek HSlim 30x30 Flight Controller. Holybro Kakute F7 V1.
CLRacing F7 V2. T-Motor F4 30x30 Flight Controller. T-Motor F7 30x30 Flight Controller. Foxeer
F V2 30x30 Flight Controller. Sold out. Email address. Sign Up. Added to your cart:. We not only
produce the best hardware for your drone, but the absolute best software as well. Get your
drone flying in less then 5 minutes, without needing to know advance configuration like open
source alternatives like BetaFlight. The performance is also superior for both freestyle and
racing. Our software is used by the majority of the worlds top racers as well as some of the
biggest freestyle pilots as well. No need to tune, just set up your drone and choose from our
many preset tunes and rates. Get your quad in the air and flying amazing in no time! We want
anyone to be able to fly drones, no degree required! Flight Controllers designed for the absolute
best flying performance possible. We hand selected the best gyro with the most sensitivity so
every quad performs flawlessly. Power circuity and lay out design for premium noise reduction.
Gummies invented by FlightOne for perfect isolation while grabbing the screws perfectly so
they do not move. Everything about our flight controllers as been meticuliously thought out for
the best performance possible. Designed with a variety of choice for different scenarios. Most
powerful and smoothest ESC available on the market today. Our motors offer no compromises
with everything feature available. From solid one piece bells which give extra durability and

performance, to being the first to add vibration dampening to the mounting of our bearings to
give the absolutely smoothest spinning motors on the market. Our motors not only look great,
but perform the best on the market. The most efficient motors available, giving you the most
power for your money. Our frames were designed to give no compromises in performance and
easy of build. We design our frames to not only be durable, but also have all the room needed to
mount your flight hardware. This enables you to have a flawlessly performing quads without
having interference from placing your components to close together. Backed buy our lifetime
warranties we guarantee you will never find a better flying frame. FlightOne Store. Learn More.
Flight Controllers Brains of your Drone Flight Controllers designed for the absolute best flying
performance possible. Motors Spins your Props Our motors offer no compromises with
everything feature available. Frames The Structure of your Drone Our frames were designed to
give no compromises in performance and easy of build. JavaScript seems to be disabled in
your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of
this website. The FlightOne Revolt flight controller is the most advanced, performance driven,
flight controller ever designed. Our filters along with the integrated FlightOne Gummies, allow
your quad to stay in the air no matter what! Damaged propellers caused by that insane gate clip
on turn 3? Not a problem. You can still finish the race! Endless days of tuning are now a thing of
the past. In addition to the vibration rejection technology, the SSG Invensense gives you the
highest speeds currently possible with the lowest noise floor and highest sensitivity. The
Invensense gyro has never been used in any flight controller before except the Revolt and gives
you the fastest response time possible as if the quad can read your mind. Setting up the Revolt
is easy. The solder pin layout is easy to read with motor connections in each corner. Just solder
the closest motors and the wizard handles the rest, you can put the Revolt in upside down and
backward just solder to the closest motor pad and the RF1 wizards will handle the rest. The
Millivolt also features DFU free updating and a self-healing and updating bootloader, just in
case something does go wrong. Tired of messing around with Zadig or DFU to update your
software? The Revolt also features DFU free updating and a self-healing and updating
bootloader, just in case something does go wrong. Revolters will also get access to FlightOne
ticketed tech support which will include step-by-step help with installation, tuning, and anything
else that may arise with your Revolt. If you feel that your product is defective please contact
them directly. GetFPV is asked to follow this policy by the manufacturer. DTFc Flight Controller.
Email: Technical Support Order Support. Local Curbside Pickup with call ahead. GetFPV
Benefits. This website requires cookies to provide all of its features. For more information on
what data is contained in the cookies, please see our Privacy Policy page. To accept cookies
from this site, please click the Allow button below. Shop By Categories. Actual Price:. Our price
is lower than the manufacturer's "minimum advertised price. You have no obligation to
purchase the product once you know the price. You can simply remove the item from your cart.
More Views. Newer Version Available. Out of Stock. Description The FlightOne Revolt flight
controller is the most advanced, performance driven, flight controller ever designed. Setup
Simplicity Setting up the Revolt is easy. Includes 1x FlightOne Revolt V3. Related Products.
Customer Services. It uses a powerful F7 processor along with top of the line hardware. The
bottom of the FC is also completely flat without any components, making it super low profile
and easy to stack above a 4in1 ESC for example. You get a whopping 6x dedicated UART ports
with built-in inversion for peripherals, along with built in Mbit 16MB flash memory for Blackbox
recording. However all the data is still there and can be passed via the digital link to display in
your goggles. The telemetry link will show you important information on your digital FPV
display like battery voltage, flight time, warnings, RSSI, smart audio features and more. Don't let
the size of this flight controller fool you though, it is fully feature packed and works great on
both micro and full sized drones. Have you ever been in an FPV race where you need to plug in
your quad, but you don't want to broadcast an FPV signal to knock your friends out of the air?
Or how about you crash, and need to save your VTX from burning up while baking in the hot
sun. Using the PINIO resource, you can assign this pad to a switch on your radio, remotely
controlling the power source to your video transmitter. The LUX F7 comes with 2 onboard gyros
allowing you to choose the perfect settings for your setup. Alternatively enable the ICM to
achieve gyro refresh rates up to 32kHz. The LUX F7 builds on all the best features of its V2
predecessor and further improves on hardware components and layout. You get a whopping 5x
dedicated UART ports with built-in inversion for peripherals, along with an SD Card slot for
practically unlimited data logging. The features don't stop there! The LUX F7 has the ability to
run 2 camera signals, with a built switching ability. This means you can run 2 cameras
simultaneously and assign a switch via the PINIO feature in Betaflight to alternate between the 2
feeds at the flip of a switch. It has all the features you need to take full advantage of the long
range and autonomous flight technology. Signal wires can be soldered directly to the pads to

save on size and weight. It uses a powerful F4 processor along with top of the line hardware.
Now you can get all the performance from an F4 based flight controller in a micro size! Using an
On Screen Display has never been simpler, just drag and drop in the Betaflight Configurator.
This flight controller uses 20x20mm mounting holes and a low profile design allowing for
smaller airframe designs than ever before. Optional Recommendations We suggest the
following gear to complete your micro brushless build. Not included. Capable of running 32kHz
gyro sample rate, PID loop, motor loop and processing all calculations in real time. This gyro is
by far the most noise free and accurate gyro available. It uses a powerful F3 processor along
with top of the line hardware. The LUX V2 builds on all the best features of the V1 board and
further improves on hardware components and layout. The Lumenier LUX is a very low profile
board allowing it to be mounted in a variety of ways. The board also comes with a set of pin
headers you can optionally solder on. Alternatively, signal wires can be soldered directly to the
pads to save on size and weight. A signal inverter is already included for S. Please note: PWM
input for individual channels is not supported. Home Products Electronics Flight Controllers.
Buy Now. LDO 3. Specifications Features Specifications Mounting holes: USB detection can
disable things like buzzer when configuring on the bench. USB will not interfere with
peripherals. Dedicated Boot button for easy firmware flashing. Reinforced solder pads for
trouble-free direct soldering. Extremely low profile design. Recessed, sideways pin headers.
Also enables soldering of all wires directly to pads without use of any pin headers. Input voltage
6v to 24v. Power the board directly from flight pack up to 6S on 'BAT' pad only! Filtered voltage
output - output 5v 1A and 3. BLHeli passthrough flashing supported by hardware Raceflight
ready. All Rights Reserved. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You mu
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st have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website.
Availability: Pre-Order. The Bolt V2 can be combined with a number of different flight
controllers. They also increase responsiveness in breaking and sharp maneuvers which
ultimately increases your aircraft's agility. The Bolt V2 also carries a single current sensor to
monitor amp draw, mAh's consumed and battery voltages. A 5v 3 amp BEC is still provided on
the board which is capable of powering the flight controller if using the Revolt V3 or any other
5v equipment. Integrated FlightOne Gummies. Upto 50 amp per channel output. Built in Current
Sensor. Special low noise connector integrated with the Revolt and Bolt pair. Current and
Voltage sent to flight controller. High-quality components. Weight: Be the first to review this
product. Only registered users can write reviews. Please, log in or register. Shipped under 5
days. We Accept:. Write Your Own Review Only registered users can write reviews.

